SEKOLAH MONTESSORI
“ERDKINDER”* Bali
YAYASAN TAMAN BUNGA MATAHARI
Jl. Tri Hita Karana, Banjar Panglan, Desa Pejeng, Tampak Siring,
Kab. Gianyar, 80552 Bali, Indonesia

* „Earth Children“

1. VISION

* We at the Montessori school “ERDKINDER” in Pejeng/Gianyar, Bali, fully support the children
to gradually unfold their “inner blueprint” and their full potential in a caringly prepared relaxing
environment.
It is the “inner blueprint” which determines and leads through the whole childhood and youth to
gradually unfold the intelligence and personality of a human being.

* We at the Montessori school “ERDKINDER” in Pejeng/Gianyar, Bali, will share our profound
Montessori-Knowledge with interested Balinese teachers. A training Center is to be established
in the medium and long term.
To meet the needs of the children, Maria Montessori developed the concept of Cosmic
Education. Similar to Ancient Greek philosophy, it represents the belief that “all things [and
human beings] are part of the universe, and are connected to each other to form one whole
unity. The idea helps the mind of the child to become focused” (Maria Montessori). The
“creational assignment” of a human being is to participate in the realization of a universal
“cosmic plan”.
Cosmic Education allows children to develop self-reliance and a sense of responsibility to
consciously fulfill their cosmic role.
Planned school opening:

August 2019 – Casa & Primaria
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2. Duties and Responsibilities
*
We offer students a well prepared, safe, creative, and multilevel nourishing learning
environment, which is embedded in gorgeous natural surroundings, enabling individual and
collective learning processes at the student’s own pace.
*
We focus on human values to nourish love, peace, respect and harmony in our lives and
our relationships. All this on the unique and enchanted island of Bali, embedded in a caring
atmosphere, and a rich culture, in which international guest families are able to experience the
simplicity, silence, warmth and empathy of the Balinese people and to get acquainted to school
community.
*
We offer free of charge a high-quality, child-oriented education to Balinese rural families.
People from around the globe are welcome to sponsor a Balinese child in this school.
The international families will pay the affordable school fees. For single parents in a difficult
financial situation, Indonesian mixed children,… we will offer social discounts on the school fees.
We want to emphasize that this is a social school project.
*
We employ well-educated and inspired Montessori teachers and additional guest
teachers, domain experts, and stuff to accompany the student’s learning and development
processes.
*
We schedule weekly teacher meetings to exchange information about the students and
their learning progress, together with organizational matters, contemplation, and personal
development processes.
*
We collaborate with the parents of students to support the development of their children
(e.g. parent-teacher talks, parent trainings, …)
*
We closely work together with other projects to enable the students a “window on the
world” through practical experiences. For instance: The neighboring project “Mai Organic” – an
organic farm ; the “Naya Veda Vastu-EcoArt Village” – an ecologic waste management and
recycling project with aquaponic, biogas plant, solar technology, Keshe-plasma energy extraction,
and a music & art studio; “New Earth Haven Project” – organic architecture and “sacred
geometry”; BUMI SEHAT, an alternative birth-clinic in Ubud.
*
We offer the opportunity of observations for interested local teachers.
Moreover, in our training center “Golden Earth -Montessori Bali – Montessori Pedagogy &
Holistic Studies” we offer workshops and courses in which we provide simple applicable
educational knowledge.
Thus, enabling students in public school to indirectly benefit from Montessori education.
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*
We seek to collaborate and interconnect with Montessori schools like “Montessori School
Bali”, “Jakarta Int.Montessori School”, The Abba’s Orchard Erdkinder schools” in the Philippines
and especially our official International Partner school “ Dorfschule Montessorihaus” in Lower
Austria, also the “Weinbergschule” in Salzburg, Austria
Collaboration also with public and private Balinese schools , like Ibu Agnes Rini Astuti Sekolah
Cemara Kasih in Westbali, the Preschool from Wayan Ukir in Penestanan/Ubud, the Suta Dharma
school in Ubud,….
*We cooperate & share Montessori Knowledge with the Laboratory School of the Ganesha
University of Singaraja, North Bali

3. Values

•

International Montessori Curriculum & National Curriculum

•

Evaluation of student work based on observations and perceptions, as well as
students’ and teachers’ feedbacks and development reports.
There are no examinations and school report grades.

•

A balance of intellectual, emotional, spiritual and ecological values.

•

Cooperative social responsibility through small scale duties and daily activities.

•

An ecological and holistic learning environment in the classrooms and on the school
compound, in the surrounding nature, and during “going outs“.

•

Concrete learning experience through a grasping and conceiving of various learning
material. Strengthening of abstractions and terms through grasping and conceiving.

•

Creative expression through music, arts, handicraft, and sport.
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4. Dr. Maria Montessori

Maria Montessori was born in Chiaravalle, Italy in 1870. A capable student who excelled in school, she
was criticized as she pursued higher education and became, in 1896, the first female physician in Italy.
First working with children who were developmentally disabled, she researched and developed methods
and teaching materials for these children. In 1901 she began a private practice and continued with
research and observation as she broadened her interest to include all children.
In 1907, she established the first ‘Casa dei Bambini’, or Children’s House, in San Lorenzo, a low income
area of Rome. She invited the neighborhood children who lived there to be a part of this first Montessori
environment. Here they had the opportunity to interact with specialized, hands-on teaching materials and
to learn skills for everyday life. Maria Montessori continued observing the children and reached several
conclusions: children need to be in an environment which is prepared especially for them; children need
uninterrupted periods of time to do their work; children need freedom to choose and to move about the
classroom; learning comes best by interacting with materials (not listening to someone talk) and children
develop autonomy and self-reliance when given opportunities to do so. These observations and
conclusions which Maria Montessori reached over one hundred years ago remain the cornerstones of
Montessori education today.
Maria Montessori traveled extensively, spreading Montessori education beyond Italy. In October 1911,
the first Montessori school was opened in New York and two years later there were more than 100
Montessori schools in the United States. Maria Montessori was invited to demonstrate her methods at
the Panama-Pacific International Exposition held in San Francisco in 1915. A classroom was set up where
fairgoers could observe students in a Montessori environment.
The next decades brought expansion of Montessori schools to six continents, establishment of training
centers and development of Montessori education from birth through high school.
Maria Montessori was nominated for the Nobel Peace Prize and was awarded the French Legion of Honor
among several other distinctions. She died in 1952 at age 81.
(Source: Cf https://montessori.org.au/biography-dr-maria-montessori , April 22, 2017)
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5. Our Philosophy
Montessori Philosophy
Montessori education is often described as a
philosophy which focusses on the child and its
individuality. Maria Montessori believed in the child's
self-esteem. Children should learn freely, without any
hindrance and criticism. Further, she believed that
children learn intrinsically motivated and quite
naturally as it is in their nature to participate in life.
Whereas, rewards and punishments are harmful for
children’s attitude.
Therefore, the guiding principle is to take care of the
child's natural joy of learning. According to Montessori,
this joy of learning is a core element of every child's
being. Aided and guided with respect and esteem, it
leads to the development of a calm and balanced
personality.

Five Montessori Principles
Recognition if the individuality of every single person and every single child
A cornerstone of the Montessori education is that every child has to be respected for its
uniqueness. Every person carries an “inner body plan” in which all talents and abilities are
hidden. The person will develop and unfold according to this inner plan. A respectful
companionship and support of children and teenagers enables the awakening and
promotion of existing potentials. Every single child, teenager, and adult has the right on his
own pace in his development, work, own decisions, and own mistakes.
Free-work/individualized learning methods as fundamental principle
Each student is able to freely choose from materials and decides by himself for how long,
how often, and with whom he wants to work with. Moreover, students will not be left alone
with that, they will be accompanied by teachers on their way to self-reliance.
Integrative learning
It is normal to be different. As a result, children and teenagers learn in mixed groups. This
allows cooperation and togetherness of different age levels, different abilities and needs,
different languages and cultures. A peaceful cooperation of all people is a main objective of
Montessori education and practiced and lived throughout all Montessori schools.
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Prepared environment and developmental learning material
It is Maria Montessori's concept that the environment can be designed to facilitate maximum
independent learning and exploration by the child, as learning is only possible in a positive
atmosphere. In the calm, ordered space of the prepared environment, children work on
activities of their own choice at their own pace. They experience a blend of freedom and selfdiscipline in a place especially designed to meet their developmental needs.
The provided materials are self-evident and convey an important step in learning. They
enable learning with all the senses. Through the principle of “grasping and conceiving” a
holistic understanding of learning contents is possible.

Montessori teachers are companions
Montessori teachers play many roles as both an educator and a guide leading students
toward a confident, independent learning, as well as to a personality that is self-confident
and aware of others. They accompany and observe individual and group processes, focus on
development-oriented assignments, and are moderators in communication and conflict
management. They give priority to students making their own experiences and mistakes and
developing their own solutions.

THE EARTH CHILDREN
Dr. Maria Montessori, an Italian, created a German name
for her visions of school and living space for young
people. In this phase of life, she considered it important
that young people who want to be part of society are
experiencing life-challenged tasks, activities and
responsibilities in a collaborative learning field.
Our young people are, for example, led by the small
"guest-lodge" area, as well as the ecologically oriented
school outskirts, to greater co-responsibility.
They will learn about the organization and
administration (accounting, various marketing strategies, hospitality and service, guided tours, ...

6. Ecology & Holism
It is our responsibility, as well as our respect and empathy towards nature and all its creatures of
Mother Earth (Terra Gaia) to gain deeper understanding in the fields of ecology and holism
(greek ὅλος holos „whole“).
Students experience a holistic approach by the means of various topics like permaculture, healthy
diet, phytotherapy, Seed saving and sharing, yoga & meditation, Mandala & Balinese Ceremonies,
Agnihotra, animal care, water management, recycling & waste management, renewable sources of
energy, bio-architecture & golden section, and many more…. We believe that the solution of
global challenges can only be found with a holistic perspective.
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7. School and Facilities
School Building
* 1 Bio-Architecture Octagon building with
Rammed Earth walls in the front
“everything under one roof”, with the following areas:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Kindergarten “CASA”, 88 m2
PRIMARIA , 80 m2
SEKUNDARIA, 70 m2
Office 13 m2, washrooms
Guest’s Apartment, 25m2
Founder’s Apartment

Exteriors
•
•
•
•
•
•

“Rammed Earth design”

Organic garden (mandela garden, perma culture, aqua ponic...), garden tool shed &
wood workshop, animal care facility
Natural pool
Playground:
Sandpit, swing set and slides, climbing facility, water area
Common area: Mandala-Tree-Stone-circle with Fireplace; pizza bread oven
Meditation area: Yoga barn, flow-form-waterpond

School Area
Administrative district
Village:
Street:
Area:

Kecamatan Tampak Siring, Kabupaten Gianyar
Desa Pejeng, Kepala Desa: Tjok Agung (Royal Family)
Jalan Tri Hita Karana, Banjar Panglan
1.000 m2
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Octagon-building:
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KINDERGARTEN “CASA”
-

Children from 3 -6 years
2 Montessori-Pedagogues with
maximum 22 children
Open hours: Mo- Thur
8.00 am – 1.00 pm
Healthy snacks
Playground, Meditation area
Organic Permaculture Garden

ACTIVITIES:
• Practical Daily Life lessons &
• Sensual Materials
• Language (English,Indon., Balin.)
• Mathematics
• Culture (science & geography)
• Arts& Music
• Ecology & Holism

SCHOOL “SEKUNDARIA”
SCHOOL “PRIMARIA”
-

-

Children from 6-10 years
2 Montessori-Pedagogues with
maximum 22 children
Open hours: Mo- Thur
Mo, Tue, Thur : 8.00 am – 1.00 pm
Wed.:
8.00 am- 3.00 pm
Healthy Snacks ,Wed. Lunch
Playground, Meditation area
Organic Permaculture Garden,
Animal care

ACTIVITIES:
• Language (English, Indonesian,
Balinese, German)
• Mathematics: Arithmetic , Geometry
• Botanic & Zoology
• Geografy & History
• Technology
• Ecology & Holism
• Creativity , Arts & Music
• Gymnastics, Yoga & Meditation
• 1 Experience-Day
• cooking-class

-

-

-

Children from 10 – 14 years
2 Pedagogues (1 Schetinin
Pedagogue & 1 Montessori
Pedagogue with maximum 16
children
Open hours : Mo- Thur
Mo, Tue :
9.00 am – 1.00 pm
We, Thur:
9.00 am - 3.30 pm
Healthy Snacks,Wed & Thur Lunch
Organic permaculture garden ,
Meditation area, Animal care

ACTIVITIES:
• Language (English, Indonesian,
Balinese)
• Mathematics: Arithmetic , Geometry
• Botanic & Zoology
• Geografy & History
• Technology
• Ecology & Holism
• Creativity,Arts & Music
• Gymnastics, Yoga & Meditation
• 1 Experience-Day
• Administration of the Guest’s Lodge
• Cooking-class
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Montessori – Classrooms

“CREAVITA” Montessori School Klagenfurt,Austria

Montessori
School
“Futura”
Baar, Zug
Switzerland
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Outdoor-Areas:

Garden - Playground - Meditation
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The Water Experiments area combined with a Natural pool
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Permaculture Bread & Pizza oven
A Pizza- & Bread oven
A peace pole in front of the
Railway Station in Salzburg,
Austria.
From 2018 on a Balines Peace Pole
In the Outdoor-Area from the
“Sekolah Montessori ERDKINDER,Bali”.

Nature-harmony-station
(after Wilhelm Reich)

A Permaculture Compost-toilet

A “Hundertwasser” bottle wall will be part
of our creative design of bio-architecture
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Meditation & Community Life
Our Venus-Flower Tree-Stone-circle: 5 holy Balinese trees:
Sandalwood tree, Goharu, Jempaka, Sandat, Walik
In the center of the Venus - Mandala: an Agni-Hotra Fireplace
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School-logo: Idea:
Design:
Symbolic:

Vision “Golden Earth
Bali Spirits”

Our new PEACE-Mandala

Gertraud Neuner & Julia Deinhamer (www.herzvoll-kreativ.at)
Julia Deinhamer, April 2017
1. Vision of the Golden Earth “Golden Earth - Bali”
2. Sunflower & golden Matrix (Sacred Geometry: Golden Cut,
Fibonacchi-Code,…)

“The new humanity awakes in the Spirit of Love and Peace!
A golden era begins .It starts on the island of Bali and
goes around the whole earh.”
(Visions Gertraud, Juni 2016)

drawing by Gertraud

golden Circle
inside symbol:
solar symbol :

high cosmic protection
Life forces, female power, like a blossom,
receiving the cosmic conscious (golden)
enlightment & wisdom
the I AM in the WE ARE conscious

Venus-Flower Mandala
by Mag. Werner Neuner

Cosmic Signature between Venus and Earth, when
both Planets orbit the sun.
The Venus flower is created in the golden section and
supports the Love, Harmony & Peace amongst Human
Beings and in connection to Mother Earth!
Venus-flower Mandalas (Land Art) exist worldwide.
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8. People behind …
Initiatory/Visionary/Consultant
BEd. Gertraud Neuner
Montessori Pedagogue (ÖMG Diploma)
From Austria, Europe.
Married & mother of 2wonderful children:
Antares , 13 years
Eileen , 9 years
4 years classroom experience in alternative Montessori
orientated schools in Austria;
2 years (2013-2015) at the “CreaVita – Montessori-school
in Klagenfurt.
(ÖMG-School; ÖMG is a Partner-institute of AMI and
Montessori Europe )
Hobbies: Travelling, Reading, Spirituality, Alternative
Healing Techniques, Ecology , History…
Contact:

School-Foundation
Head & Co-Founder
Spirit. Support:
Members:

Staff:

gertraudneuner@yahoo.com

Yayasan “Taman Bunga Matahari”
:

Tjok Agung, Kepala Desa, Pejeng
High Priestess Ida Resi Alit, Demulih, Bangli
Ibu Agung, Pejeng
Kadek Wira, Ubud
Ida Bagus Gustut, Tampaksiring
Wayan Kasta, Kedewatan
Wayan Ukir, Penestanan

CASA:
PRIMARIA:

2 indonesian Montessori-Pedagogues, excellent English Skills
3 Montessori Pedagogues incl. BEd/MEd..: 1 international, 2 balinese
Montessori Pedagogues, 1 balinese Pedagogue/Principal; excellent English
SEKUNDARIA: 2 balinese Pedagogues /Montessori – Orientation & B/MEd. Or English
Ökologie:
Office:

1 Permaculture-Pedagogue
1 Secretary / Manager for Organisation/Administration tasks

Guest-Pedagogues & Experts
1 gardener & 1 caretaker, 1-2 cleaning ladies

Ecologic/holistic Partner-Projects in Bali
e.g.

* MAI-Organic farm : Kadek & workshops

* NAYA-VEDA-VASTU EcoArtVillage ,Ludwig Lehner, tunelart@gmail.com www.naya.earth
* New Earth Haven Bali, Sacha Stone, https://newearthhaven.com/
* Bumi Sehat (Holistic Birth clinic), Nyuh Kuning,Ubud, Robin Lim, www.bumisehatfoundation.org
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9. Funding
The Balinese school foundation and NGO „YAYASAN “TAMAN BUNGA MATAHARI” is the main
starting point for founding a new school and dealing with local authorities. It is a Non-ProfitOrganisation.

COSTS OF SCHOOLING:
* School land:
Land owner:Ibu Agung

Free for Use
min. 40 years Hak Pakai contract

* Building:
costs
Donation: Gertraud Neuner
Donation: Switzerland
Donation: Austria
Other donators?

2.000
- 433
- 76
- 15

* Outdoor area:
* Montessori-Material:
Donation from Austria

ca. 200 Millions
ca. 300 Millions
- 170 Millions

Mill. (=2 Bill.)
Millions
Millions
Millions

IDR
IDR
IDR
IDR

IDR
IDR
IDR

150.000 EUR
30.000 EUR
5.000 EUR
1.000 EUR
14.000 EUR
20.000 EUR
13.400 EUR

_____________________________________________________________________________
School fees, income & revenues

30 %
Balinesische
Familien,
gratis
Schulbesuch
30 % Familien
mit
Ermäßigung
40 % internat.
Familien,
Vollzahler

ð For details : BUSINESSPLAN
SPONSORING,DONATIONS:
Sponsoring is very, very welcome and is urgently needed !
"Help us to create a paradise for children !
& help us to help local children & their families”
If you feel touched by your heart
and want to support our great project
for children, please contact:
BEd. Gertraud Neuner
gertraudneuner@yahoo.com
What’s App: 0062 813 3968 2299

BANK DETAILS:
LIENZER SPARKASSE
Gertraud Neuner
IBAN AT83 2050 7010 00090843
BIC LISPAT21XXX
„Donation Erdkinder Bali“
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